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ABSTRACT
Extensions of the Standard Model with additional U(1) symmetries can describe the hierarchy of fermion
masses and mixing angles, including neutrinos. The neutrino masses and mixings are determined up
to a discrete ambiguity corresponding to the representation content of the Higgs sector responsible for
the Majorana mass matrix. The solar and the atmospheric neutrino deficits as well as the COBE data,
may be explained simultaneously in specific schemes motivated by symmetries. Using simple, analytic
expressions, it is possible to demonstrate the known effect that for small tanβ, phenomenologically
interesting neutrino masses would disturb the bottom-tau unification. This however can be avoided in
schemes with a large µ− τ mixing in the charged leptonic sector. On the other hand, for the large tanβ
regime, due to the fixed point properties of the top as well as the bottom coupling (which are described
by analytic expressions, for sufficiently large couplings) no modification to the bottom-tau unification
would occur. Still, large mixing in the µ-τ sector is desirable in this case as well, in order to have a
solution to the atmospheric neutrino problem. In the same schemes, a relatively heavy strange quark
≈ 200 MeV is also predicted.
1 Introduction
Although the Standard Model describes successfully the strong and electroweak phenomena, there are
still unanswered questions, related to the origin of fermion masses and mixing angles. An obvious
possibility is that some symmetry, additional to that of the Standard Model is responsible for the
pattern of masses and mixings that we see at low energies. And although unification on its own does
not agree with experiment, when combined with supersymmetry it leads to very successful predictions
for the gauge couplings, the pattern and magnitude of spontaneous symmetry breaking at the elecroweak
scale and the bottom – tau (b – τ) unification. A further indication that additional symmetries beyond
the Standard Model exist, has been the observation that the fermion mixing angles and masses have
values consistent with the appearance of “texture” zeros in the mass matrices [1, 2].
On the other hand, neutrino data from various experiments seems to require certain mixings between
various types of massive neutrinos. For these unknown neutrino masses and mixings, a similar hierarchy
as the one for quarks and leptons may be expected to hold. The picture coming from the experiments is
the following: The solar neutrino puzzle can be resolved through matter enhanced or vacuum oscillations
with
sin 2θex = (0.39− 1.6)× 10−2, ∆m2 = (0.6− 1.2)× 10−5eV 2
sin 2θex ≥ 0.75, ∆m2 = (0.5− 1.1)× 10−5eV 2 (1)
1
respectively [3]. On the other hand, the atmospheric neutrino problem may be explained in the case
that large mixing and small mass splitting involving the muon neutrino exists [4]. Taking into account
the bounds from accelerator and reactor disappearance experiments one finds that
sin22θµα ≥ 0.51− 0.6, δm2νανµ ≤ 10−2 eV2 (2)
Finally, if neutrinos are to provide a hot dark matter component, as COBE requires [5], then the heavier
neutrino(s) should have mass in the range ∼ (1 − 6) eV, the precise value depending on the number of
neutrinos that have masses of this order of magnitude.
In what follows, we will discuss the expectations on these masses and mixings, from textures
predicted by U(1) symmetries.
2 Quark and Charged Lepton Masses
We start by reviewing the construction of the model of quark and charged lepton masses, that has
been proposed by Ibanez and Ross [6]. The structure of the mass matrices is determined by a family
symmetry, U(1)FD, with the charge assignment of the Standard Model states given in Table 1. The
need to preserve SU(2)L invariance requires left-handed up and down quarks (leptons) to have the same
charge. This, plus the additional requirement of symmetric matrices, indicates that all quarks (leptons)
of the same i-th generation transform with the same charge αi(ai). The full anomaly free Abelian group
involves an additional family independent component, U(1)FI , and with this freedom U(1)FD is made
traceless without any loss of generality. Thus α3 = −(α1 + α2) and a3 = −(a1 + a2).
If the light Higgs, H2, H1, responsible for the up and down quark masses respectively, have U(1)
charge so that only the (3,3) renormalisable Yukawa coupling to H2, H1 is allowed, then only the (3,3)
element of the associated mass matrix will be non-zero. The remaining entries are generated when
the U(1) symmetry is broken. This breaking is taken to be spontaneous via Standard Model singlet
fields, θ, θ¯, with U(1)FD charge -1, +1 respectively, with equal vevs (vacuum expectation values).
After this breaking the mass matrix acquires its structure. For example, the (3,2) entry in the up
quark mass matrix appears at O(ǫ|α2−α1|) because U(1) charge conservation allows only a coupling
cctH2(θ/M2)
α2−α1 , α2 > α1 or cctH2(θ¯/M2)α1−α2 , α1 > α2. Here ǫ = (< θ > /M2) where M2 is the
unification mass scale which governs the higher dimension operators. A different scale, M1, is expected
for the down quark mass matrices (we come back to this point below). Suppressing unknown Yukawa
couplings and their phases (which are all expected to be of order unity), one arrives at mass matrices
of the form
Mu
mt
≈

 ǫ
|2+6a| ǫ|3a| ǫ|1+3a|
ǫ|3a| ǫ2 ǫ1
ǫ|1+3a| ǫ1 1

 , Md
mb
≈

 ǫ¯
|2+6a| ǫ¯|3a| ǫ¯|1+3a|
ǫ¯|3a| ǫ¯2 ǫ¯1
ǫ¯|1+3a| ǫ¯1 1

 (3)
where ǫ¯ = (<θ>M1 )
|α2−α1|, ǫ = (<θ>M2 )
|α2−α1| and a = α1/(α2 − α1). In this simplest realisation, hb ≈ ht
therefore we are in the large tanβ regime of the parameter space of the MSSM. However, for a different
H1 and H2 charge assignment, or in the presence of a mixing with additional Higgs fields, with the same
U(1) quantum numbers, it is possible to generate different hb and ht couplings, thus allowing for any
value of tanβ. With a = 1,
√
ǫ = ǫ¯ = 0.23, (implying that M2 > M1), the matrices are in excellent
agreement with the measured values of the quark masses. This relation for ǫ and ǫ¯ will also be very
helpful below, in order to determining the neutrino mass spectrum.
The charged lepton mass matrix is determined in a similar way. Requiring mb = mτ at unification,
sets α1 = a1 and then the charged lepton mass matrix is
Ml
mτ
≈

 ǫ¯
|2+6a−2b| ǫ¯|3a| ǫ¯|1+3a−b|
ǫ¯|3a| ǫ¯|2(1−b)| ǫ¯|1−b|
ǫ¯|1+3a−b| ǫ¯|1−b| 1

 (4)
where b = (α2 − a2)/(α2 − α1). From the two choices found in [6] to lead to reasonable lepton masses,
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the one which in principle leads to the maximum mixing in the µ − τ is the choice b = 1/21. We will
come back to this point at a latter stage.
3 First predictions for neutrino masses from symmetries
The first step in an effort to describe neutrino masses, is to determine the Dirac and heavy Majorana
mass matrices. Here, we look at what happens in the case we add three generations of right-handed
neutrinos, which will lead for predictions for light neutrino masses through the See-Saw mechanism. In
such a scheme, the light Majorana neutrino masses are given by
M effν =M
D
ν · (MMνR)−1 ·MDν (5)
SU(2)L fixes the U(1)FD charge of the left-handed neutrino states to be the same as the charged leptons.
The left- right- symmetry then fixes the charges of the right-handed neutrinos as given in Table 1 and
therefore the neutrino Dirac mass is
MDνR
mντ
≈

 ǫ
|2+6a−2b| ǫ|3a| ǫ|1+3a−b|
ǫ|3a| ǫ|2(1−b)| ǫ|1−b|
ǫ|1+3a−b| ǫ|1−b| 1

 (6)
The scale of this mass matrix is the same as for the up-quark mass matrices, similar to models based
on Grand Unified Theories.
Of course the mass matrix structure of neutrinos is more complicated, due to the possibility of
Majorana masses for the right-handed components. These arise from a term of the form νRνRΣ where
Σ is a SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) invariant Higgs scalar field with IW = 0 and νR is a right-handed neutrino.
The possible choices for the Σ U(1)FD charge will give a discrete spectrum of possible forms for the
Majorana mass, MMν [7, 8]. For example if, in the absence of U(1)FD symmetry breaking, the Σ charge
is the same as the H1,2 doublet Higgs charges, only the (3,3) element of Mν will be non-zero. Allowing
for U(1)FD breaking by < θ > and < θ¯ > the remaining elements in the Majorana mass matrix will be
generated in an analogous way to the generation of the Dirac mass matrices2.
An important point is to determine the appropriate expansion parameter and this brings us back
to the generation of the scales M1 and M2. Consider a string compactification, which, besides H1
and H2, leaves additional Higgs multiplets H
a,b...
1,2 , H¯
a,b...
1,2 light. The pairs of Higgs fields in conjugate
representations are expected to acquire gauge invariant masses, if there is any stage of spontaneous
symmetry breaking at a scale M below the compactification scale, where M =< Φ > and Φ is a gauge
invariant combination of Higgs fields. However, there may be further sources of Higgs mass. The left-
right symmetry, essentially requires an extension of the gauge symmetry to SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R at high
scales. This will be broken by a right-handed sneutrino vev in which case the mass degeneracy of the
H1 and H2 pair which transform as a (1/2, 1/2) representation under SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R can be split
via the coupling < ν˜R > H2Hx where Hx transforms as (1/2, 0). Such a contribution will generate
M2 ≈< ν˜R >, M1 ≈ M . Then, one expects that the ν¯R fields acquire a mass of O(M1) via a Φνν¯
coupling, implying that the appropriate expansion parameter for the Majorana mass matrix is the same
as that for the down quarks and charged leptons [7].
We may now compute the patterns of Majorana mass for the different possible choices of Σ charge.
These are given in Table 2 [8]. For α = 1, β ≡ 1 − b = 1/2, we can obtain the specific forms for Dirac
and Majorana textures compatible with the correct fermion mass predictions in the presence of the
intermediate neutrino scale. In Table 3 we present the eigenvalues of the heavy Majorana mass matrix
for this choice of α and β. The eigenvalues of meff are given in Table 4. The order of the matrices in
Tables 2 and 3 corresponds to the one of Table 2.
1 In [6] a residual Z2 discrete gauge symmetry after U(1) breaking by which the electron and muon fields
get transformed by a factor (−1), was imposed. This resulted in entries raised in a half-integer power being
set to zero, eliminating the (2,3) entries in the mass matrix at the GUT scale. However this is not a necessary
condition and once the Z2 symmetry is dropped, the relevant (2,3) entries may be quite large.
2
< Σ > is significantly below the Planck scale and thus < θ > dominates the U(1)FD breaking.
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The first point to note from these structures, is that in none of the cases does the light Majorana
mass matrix have degenerate eigenvalues, which in the past had been the most common assumption.
This occurs because the charges of the right-handed neutrinos force the mass matrix entries to be of
different orders in powers of the expansion parameter ǫ. In the case where two components are coupled
through an off diagonal mass term as in cases 2, 4, 5 and 9, two out of the three eigenvalues may be
approximately equal. For the light Majorana neutrino masses, the structure of the Dirac mass matrices
results in an even larger spread. From the values quoted in the introduction, we see that in order to solve
the solar, atmospheric and dark matter problems simultaneously, three nearly degenerate neutrinos of
approximate mass 1 − 2 eV are required [9]. This is not the case in the simplest scheme that we have
been discussing, without fine tuning. We will see below a more complicated scheme, with more than
one Σ fields, where this becomes possible. Before doing so, however, let us consider the rest of the
implications that this simplest scheme has.
Besides the relative strength of the neutrino masses, we would also like to know what are the
expectations for their absolute magnitudes. This depends on the origin of the field Σ. If Σ = ˜¯νR ˜¯νR then
the Majorana masses are expressed in units < ˜¯νR >< ˜¯νR > /Mc where Mc is the mass scale governing
the appearance of higher dimension operators, typically the string scale or MPlanck. For a unification
scale O(1016GeV ) it is reasonable to choose < ν˜R >= O(10
16GeV ) leading to a scale 1013 − 1014GeV
for the Majorana mass scale. Then the mass unit for the light neutrinos is roughly O(4 − 0.4)eV for a
top quark of O(200)GeV [7], which is an interesting feature. An additional interesting point is that the
mixing in the (2,3) entries is of the correct order of magnitude for a possible solution to the atmospheric
neutrino problem3. Indeed, the diagonalising matrix is given by
V ≈
( √
1− ǫ¯2 ǫ¯
−ǫ¯ √1− ǫ¯2
)
(7)
Then, the textures of Table 4 indicate towards two possible solutions: In solution (A), one may
fit the COBE results and solve the solar neutrino problem, while in solution (B) [8], it is possible to
obtain a simultaneous solution to the solar and the atmospheric neutrino problems. Whether we obtain
the solution (A) or (B) depends on the predicted mass splitting between the two heavy neutrinos in
each of the six choices for the heavy Majorana mass matrix. For a ντ ≈ 5 eV, we obtain a muon
neutrino mass mνµ = mντxi = 0.06, 0.014 and 0.003 eV respectively, where xi ≡ e6, e8 and e10, is the
splitting between the two larger eigenvalues of meff . This indicates that, the matrices with a total
splitting e10 naturally lead to a solution of the COBE measurements and the solar neutrino problem.
On the other hand, for mντ ≈ 0.1 eV and x1 = e6, mνµ = mντx1 = 0.0012 eV, which may be
marginally consistent with a solution to the atmospheric and solar neutrino problems (remember that
coefficients of order unity have not yet been defined in the solutions. This was recently done in [10],
using infrared-fixed point arguments). Since there are alternative schemes which lead to an explanation
of the COBE measurements, other than hot and cold dark matter4, we believe that the scheme (B)
should be considered on equivalent grounds with the scheme (A), which has been discussed extensively
in [7].
4 Solutions with three degenerate neutrinos
In the previous section, the simplest scheme with a U(1) symmetry has been considered and while
two classes of solutions were found, it has not been possible to solve all three neutrino problems at
the same time. This problem is expected to disappear, once we go to schemes with more than one Σ
fields. However in this case the possible choices one can make increase a lot. For this reason, instead
of searching a priori for a more sophisticated model that may accommodate the experimental data, we
will follow the opposite procedure [15]: We first consider models that potentially allow the consistent
3 The mixing in the (1,2) sector is negligible.
4 For example, we have found that domain walls may give structure at medium and large scales if, either
they are unstable, or the minima of the potentials of the relevant scalar field appear with different probabilities
[11].
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incorporation of all experimental data and look at the form that the heavy Majorana mass matrix should
have, and then see how this mass matrix arises from symmetries. To do so, we initially assume a strong
mixing in the 2-3 entries of the effective mass matrix. This will then enable a solution of the atmospheric
neutrino problem. To simplify the analysis, we take the 1-2 and 1-3 mixing angles to be zero in this
simple example, assuming that the MSW oscillations are generated by the charged current interactions,
as in [12]. Furthermore we take three nearly degenerate masses. From MνR = m
†
D ·m−1eff ·mD and with
the mixing matrix
Vν =

 1 0 00 c1 −s1
0 s1 c1

 (8)
m−1eff = Vνm
−1diag
eff V
T
ν will have the form
m−1eff =


1
m1
0 0
0
c2
1
m2
+
s2
1
m3
c1s1(
1
m2
− 1m3 )
0 c1s1(
1
m2
− 1m3 )
c2
1
m3
+
s2
1
m2

 ≡

 a 0 00 b d
0 d c

 . (9)
where mi are the eigenvalues of meff . Identifying the entries gives
sin2 2θ1 =
4d2
(m−12 −m−13 )2
m−11 = a
m−12 =
b
2
+
c
2
+
1
2
√
b2 − 2bc+ c2 + 4d2
m−13 =
b
2
+
c
2
− 1
2
√
b2 − 2bc+ c2 + 4d2 , (10)
where θ1 is the µ − τ mixing angle. The case of the absolute value of the three masses equal (i.e.
m1 = m2, m3 = −m2 is equivalent to b = c = 0, a = d, therefore sin2 2θ1 = 1, θ = 450.
Subsequently, we assume the very large class of models from underlying unified models (such as
strings and grand unified theories, or partially unified models) which fix the neutrino Dirac mass matrix
to be proportional to the u-quark mass matrix. For example, the form of the heavy Majorana mass
matrix corresponding to an up-quark mass matrix of the form [13, 14]
mDν =

 0 0 x0 x 0
x 0 1

 , (11)
is given by


x2(
c2
1
m3
+
s2
1
m2
) x2 sin2θ12
(
1
m2
− 1m3
)
x(
c2
1
m3
+
s2
1
m2
)
x2 sin2θ12
(
1
m2
− 1m3
)
x2
(
c2
1
m2
+
s2
1
m3
)
x sin2θ12
(
1
m2
− 1m3
)
x2
(
c2
1
m3
+
s2
1
m2
)
x sin2θ12
(
1
m2
− 1m3
)
x2
m1
+
c2
1
m3
+
s2
1
m2

 . (12)
For the above values of the three masses this becomes [15]
MνR =

 0 MNx 0MNx 0 MN
0 MN MNx

 , (13)
where MN = xd ≈ 1011 − 1013 GeV. So we see that in this example the degeneracy of all three masses
and one large mixing angle is consistent and may be understood in terms of texture zeroes of the heavy
Majorana neutrino mass matrix MνR .
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A systematic study of such solutions has been carried in [15], where all possible cases with at least
one large mixing angle are given. The quoted mass matrices may arise due to symmetries, when more
than one Σ and θ fields are present. To see how this occurs, let us note the following: Assume the
existence of a Σ field with a charge −1, which makes the (2,3) entry unity. This leads to the relevant
heavy Majorana mass matrices that we have already derived. Suppose now that a second Σ exists, with
quantum number +2. This means that from the original matrix, the dominant element will be the one
with the biggest absolute power in ǫ¯ ie, the elements (2,2), (2,3) and (3,3) still would couple to Σ1 with
charge −1, while the (1,2) and (1,3) will couple to Σ2. Then the matrix will be
Mu ≈

 0 ǫ
−3+2 ǫ−4+2
ǫ−3+2 ǫ 1
ǫ−4+2 1 ǫ−1

 (14)
This structure is similar to that of the example we just gave, with the difference that the (2,2) element
is of order ǫ. However this does not affect the predictions [15], since it results to a small deviation from
the picture that we have discussed.
5 RGE with RH-neutrinos: an analytic approach
From the above it is clear that the interpretation of many important experimental facts is based on the
existence of the right – handed partners νRi of the three left – handed neutrinos, where the scale of
mass of these particles is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the gauge unification scale,
MU . Thus the running from the unification scale, MU ∼ 1016 GeV, down to the scale of MνR , must
include radiative corrections from νR neutrinos. After that scale, νR’s decouple from the spectrum, and
an effective see – saw mechanism is operative, c.f. eq( 5). In the presence of the right handed neutrino,
the renormalization group equations for the Yukawa couplings at the one–loop level, for the small tanβ
regime, where only the top and Dirac – type neutrino Yukawa couplings are large at the GUT scale,
can be written in a diagonal basis as follows [16]
16π2
d
dt
ht =
(
6h2t + h
2
N −GU
)
ht, (15)
16π2
d
dt
hN =
(
4h2N + 3h
2
t −GN
)
hN , (16)
16π2
d
dt
hb =
(
h2t −GD
)
hb, (17)
16π2
d
dt
hτ =
(
h2N −GE
)
hτ , (18)
Here, hα, α = U,D,E,N , represent the 3 ⊗ 3 Yukawa matrices for the up and down quarks, charged
lepton and Dirac neutrinos, while I is the 3 ⊗ 3 identity matrix. Finally, Gα =
∑3
i=1 c
i
αgi(t)
2 are
functions which depend on the gauge couplings with the coefficients ciα’s given by [12, 17].
{ciU}i=1,2,3 =
{
13
15
, 3,
16
3
}
, {ciD}i=1,2,3 =
{
7
15
, 3,
16
3
}
, (19)
{ciE}i=1,2,3 =
{
9
5
, 3, 0
}
, {ciN}i=1,2,3 =
{
3
5
, 3, 0
}
. (20)
Below MN , the right handed neutrino decouples from the massless spectrum and we are left with the
standard spectrum of the MSSM. For scales Q ≤MN the gauge and Yukawa couplings evolve according
to the standard renormalisation group equations. To gain an insight into the effects of new couplings
associated with the νR in the renormalisation group running we integrate the above equations in the
region MN ≤ Q ≤ MU . We denote the top and νR Yukawas at the unification scale by hG, while the
bottom and τ couplings are denoted with hb0 , hτ0 respectively. The top and neutrino Yukawa couplings
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at the unification scale are equal, a relation which arises naturally not only in our case but in most of
the Grand Unified Models which predict the existence of right handed neutrinos. Then [8]
ht(t) = γU (t)hGξ
6
t ξN (21)
hN (t) = γN (t)hGξ
3
t ξ
4
N (22)
hb(t) = γD(t)hb0ξt (23)
hτ (t) = γE(t)hτ0ξN (24)
where the functions γα(t) and ξi depend purely on gauge coupling constants and Yukawa couplings
respectively, and are given by
γα(t) = exp(
1
16π2
∫ t
t0
Gα(t) dt) =
3∏
j=1
(
αj,0
αj
)cjα/2bj
ξi = exp(
1
16π2
∫ t
t0
λ2i dt) (25)
One then finds that
hb(tN ) = ρξt
γD
γE
hτ (tN ) (26)
with ρ =
hb0
hτ0ξN
. In the case of b− τ unification at MU , we have hτ0 = hb0 , while in the absence of the
right – handed neutrino ξN ≡ 1, thus ρ = 1 and the mb mass has the phenomenologically reasonable
prediction at low energies. In the presence of νR however, if hτ0 = hb0 at the GUT scale, the parameter ρ
is no longer equal to unity since ξN < 1. In fact the parameter ξN becomes smaller for lowerMN scales.
Therefore, in order to restore the correctmb/mτ prediction at low energies we need ρ = 1 corresponding
to hb0 = hτ0ξN . For MN ≈ 1013GeV for example and hG ≥ 1, we can estimate that ξ(tN ) ≈ 0.89 thus,
there is a corresponding ∼ 10% deviation of the τ − b equality at the GUT scale [8], in agreement with
the numerical results of [17].
In the case of a large tanβ, a first thing to note is that there are important corrections to the
bottom mass from one-loop graphs involving supersymmetric scalar masses and the µ parameter, which
can be of the order of (30− 50)% [18]. Moreover, even if one ignores these corrections, the effect of the
heavy neutrino scale is much smaller, since now the bottom Yukawa coupling also runs to a fixed point,
therefore its initial value does not play an important role. For example, for large tanβ, and hb ≈ ht,
the product and ratio of the top and bottom couplings, has been found in [19] to be
hthb ≈ 8π
2γQγD
7
∫
γ2Qd t
,
h2t
h2b
≈ γ
2
Q
γ2D
(27)
indicating that one gets an approximate, model independent prediction for both couplings at the low
energy scale. To see the effect of the neutrino scale to the b − τ unification in this case, we solved
numerically the renormalisation group equations. In the small tanβ regime, there exists a parameter
space where the initial condition ht = 2.0 and hb = 0.0125 lead to a factor ξN = 0.86, for MN = 10
12
GeV and an upper limit for the running bottom mass mb = 4.35. For the same parameter space, when
we set hb = 2.0, ξ becomes ξN = 0.96. Moreover, again for the same example, if we allow for a running
bottom mass mb = 4.4, ξN = 0.99. For higher heavy neutrino scales, the relevant effect is even smaller.
6 Restoration of bottom – tau unification
Given the results of the previous section, it is natural to ask if Grand Unified models which predict the
b−τ equality at the Unification scale, exclude the experimentally required and cosmologically interesting
region for the neutrino masses in the small tanβ regime. To answer this question, we should first recall
that the b− τ equality at the GUT scale refers to the (3, 3) entries of the corresponding charged lepton
and down quark mass matrices. The detailed structure of the mass matrices is not predicted, at least
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by the Grand Unified Group itself, unless additional structure is imposed. It is possible then to assume
(m0E)33 = (m
0
D)33 and a specific structure of the corresponding mass matrices such that after the
diagonalisation at the GUT scale, the (mδE)33 and (m
δ
D)33 entries are no-longer equal [8]
5.
To illustrate this point, let us present here a simple 2 × 2 example [8]. Assume a diagonal form
of m0D at the GUT scale , m
0
D = diagonal(cm0,m0), while the corresponding entries of charged lepton
mass matrix have the form
m0E =
(
d ǫ˜
ǫ˜ 1
)
m0 (28)
These forms of m0D,m
0
E ensure that at the GUT scale (m
0
D)33 = (m
0
E)33. However, at low energies one
should diagonalize the renormalised Yukawa matrices to obtain the correct eigenmasses. Equivalently,
one can diagonalise the quark and charged lepton Yukawa matrices at the GUT scale and evolve sepa-
rately the eigenstates and the mixing angles. Since m0D has been chosen diagonal, the mass eigenstates
which are to be identified with the s, b – quark masses at low energies are given by ms = cγDm0 and
mb = γDm0ξt, with m0 = hb0
υ√
2
cosβ. To find the charged lepton mass eigenstates we need first to
diagonalise m0E at MGUT . We can obtain the following relations between the entries ǫ˜, d of m
0
E and the
mass eigenstates m0µ,m
0
τ at the GUT scale
d = (
m0τ −m0µ
m0
− 1), ǫ˜2 = (m
0
µ
m0
+ 1)(
m0τ
m0
− 1) (29)
In the presence of right handed neutrinos, the evolution of the above τ− eigenstate down to low energies
is described by (18) withmτ0 = hτ0
υ√
2
cosβ. By simple comparison of the obtained formulae, we conclude
that, to obtain the correct mτ/mb ratio at mW while preserving the b− τ unification at mGUT , the m0E
entries should satisfy the following relations
ǫ˜ =
√
1
ξN
− 1, d ≈ ( 1ξN − 1) = ǫ˜2 (30)
The above result deserves some discussion. Firstly we see that it is possible to preserve b− τ unification
by assuming 2−3 generation mixing in the lepton sector, even if the effects of the νR states are included.
Secondly, this mixing is related to a very simple parameter which depends only on the scale MN and
the initial hN condition. The range of the coefficient c in the diagonal form of the m
0
D – matrix, can
also be estimated using the experimental values of the quark masses ms,mb. An interesting observation
is that the usual GUT – relation for the (2, 2) – matrix elements of the charged lepton and down quark
mass matrices, i.e., (mE)22 = −3(mD)22, which in our case is satisfied for c = −d/3, implies here a
relatively heavy strange quark mass ms ∼ 200 MeV. Smaller ms values are obtained if −3c/d < 1 [8].
7 Conclusions
We have looked at the implications for neutrino masses and mixings, coming from U(1) symmetries,
in addition to the Standard Model gauge group. We find that it is possible to explain the solar, the
atmospheric and the dark matter problems at the same time, in schemes which can be derived from such
symmetries. Moreover, we have derived analytic expressions to describe the fact that in the small tanβ
regime, an intermediate neutrino scale would result to deviations from the bottom-tau unification (in
the large tanβ regime, one notices that due to the top and bottom coupling fixed point properties, no
modification to the bottom-tau unification would occur). We proposed schemes where this deviation is
avoided, by considering a large µ− τ mixing in the charged leptonic sector. A relatively heavy strange
quark ≈ 200 MeV is also predicted in the framework of these models.
5 An alternative solution occurs in a class of models where the symmetries lead to a neutrino Yukawa coupling
much smaller than the top one [20] .
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Qi u
c
i d
c
i Li e
c
i ν
c
i H2 H1
U(1)FD αi αi αi ai ai ai −2α1 −2α1
Table 1: U(1)FD charges.

 ǫ¯
2|3α+β| ǫ¯3|α| ǫ¯|3α+β|
ǫ¯|3α| ǫ¯2|β| ǫ¯|β|
ǫ¯|3α+β| ǫ¯|β| 1



 ǫ¯
3|2α+β| ǫ¯|3α+β| ǫ¯|3α+2β|
ǫ¯|3α+β| ǫ¯|β| 1
ǫ¯|3α+2β| 1 ǫ¯|β|



 ǫ¯
2|3α+2β| ǫ¯|3α+2β| ǫ¯3|α+β|
ǫ¯|3α+2β| 1 ǫ¯|β|
ǫ¯3|α+β| ǫ¯|β| ǫ¯2|β|



 ǫ¯
|3α+β| ǫ¯|β| 1
ǫ¯|β| ǫ¯3|α+β| ǫ¯3|α+2β|
1 ǫ¯3|α+2β| ǫ¯|3α+β|



 1 ǫ¯
|3α+2β| ǫ¯|3α+β|
ǫ¯|3α+2β| ǫ¯2|3α+2β| ǫ¯3|2α+β|
ǫ¯|3α+β| ǫ¯3|2α+β| ǫ¯2|3α+β|



 ǫ¯
|3α+2β| 1 ǫ¯|β|
1 ǫ¯|3α+2β| ǫ¯|3α+β|
ǫ¯|β| ǫ¯|3α+β| ǫ¯|3α|


Table 2: General forms of heavy Majorana mass matrix textures. The specific textures of the
text arise for α = 1, β = 1/2.

 e
10
e2
1



 e
15
−1 + e
1 + e



 e
16
e2
1



 e
9
−1− e2
1 + e2



 e
16
e14
1



 e
6
−1− e2
1 + e2


Table 3: Eigenvalues of Heavy Majorana mass matrix textures, for α = 1 and β = 1/2

 e
26
e10
1



 e
25
e9
1/e



 e
24
e8
1/e2



 e
33
e13
1/e7



 e
40
1/e8
1/e14



 e
32
e6
1/e6


Table 4: Eigenvalues of light Majorana mass matrix textures, for α = 1 and β = 1/2
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